Join us for a highly interactive day of learning and practical application
of 10 thinking tools at Cliftons in the Sydney CBD.
Background:
Organisations are seeking improvement and quality
across many areas except that which is the most
important - the quality of their thinking!

Date: Wed Sept 5, 2018
Time: 8:30am - 4:30pm
Where: Cliftons
Cutting and down-sizing are reactive measures that
60 Margaret St
rarely lead to beneficial outcomes beyond the short term.
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The Six Thinking Hats approaches will help address
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current and pressing organisational issues and identify
new and emergent opportunities with a proactive
focus on design, rather than with the reductionist
approaches that are so common.

Value: $625/person, with an Early bird rate of
$575/person up until Friday August 3.

The Hats are used to look at issues form multiple
perspectives. The methods help us to move beyond our
habitual thinking styles and develop more rounded views Other: This is a public workshop and participants
from all sectors are welcome. Coffee/tea
of given situations.
The methods reduce wasteful argument from those with
divergent views and get participants to work together in
a more collaborative and productive manner.

on arrival prepared by qualified Baristas,
the highest quality morning tea, lunch and
afternoon tea will be provided.

Registration:
To register use the following URL:
The Six Thinking Hats create a common language,
https://bit.ly/2KjlSWe
encourage co-operation, exploration and improve mental
The Day:

agility by getting teams thinking and working together.
Upon conclusion of this session participants will have:
Developed a sound understanding of multiple thinking
styles,
the ability to plan & facilitate outcome oriented
meetings,
the ability the generate genuinely new ideas using
lateral thinking,
the ability to design and lay out a sound thinking
process, for all situations,
become a more collaborative, thorough & creative
thinker.

All participants will be provided posttraining support in the form of weekly
Application-Tips and an optional work
portfolio to help embed the practices
& assistance via phone or email and
no additional cost.

